Methods for fully automated verification of patient set-up in external beam radiotherapy with polygon shaped fields.
Methods have been developed to perform fully automated comparisons of the radiotherapy simulator and portal images in the most common cases where the field edges consist of straight lines. The field defining wires or rods in the simulator image, and the edges of the portal image, are localized by means of a truncated Radon transform. Edges are enhanced with the use of a generalized Laplacian operator. From the detected field outlines, a geometrical mapping function is determined that rotates, scales, and translates one image with respect to the other. A subsequent match of field shapes is executed. If satisfactory agreement is established, the anatomical structures of the simulator and portal images are compared by correlating a new pair of images that only contain the intensity ridges representing bone outlines. The correlation determines the rotation and translation that must be applied to align the anatomical structures. With the simulator image already processed, the remaining automatic processing takes approximately 2 min on a SUN Sparcstation 2. By use of a priori knowledge of the fields, the computation time needed after acquisition of the portal image may be reduced to about 40 s for 512 x 512 images and about 12 s for 256 x 256 images.